PSA Repair Instructions

1. Materials needed: razor blade, squeegee, cutting surface, SeaDek PSA (Pressure Sensitive Adhesive)

2. Determine where the adhesion trouble spots are located. These are areas where the PSA has peeled away from the foam or boat surface.

3. If repairing an uninstalled pad, pull back the paper backing on the pad. If repairing an already installed pad, lift the pad up to expose the area to be repaired.

4. Determine how much PSA you will need.

5. Cut the new PSA to fit.

6. Apply directly over old PSA and foam.

7. Use your squeegee over the paper backing to smooth out your newly applied PSA. Apply firm pressure to ensure proper adhesion.

8. With a sharp razor trim away any overhanging PSA.

9. Now remove all paper backing and install the pad being sure to press firmly across the entire pad surface.